Prescription Fraud: A Serious & Growing Problem

Did you know that document fraud causes billions of dollars in losses to businesses every year? A significant portion of that directly impacts health-care providers and patients.

In fact, the most common way to gain access to narcotics and controlled substances is through the use of forged prescriptions. It's a problem medical professionals, pharmaceutical staff and police are reporting more and more.

Using the latest advances in prescription pad technology, our prescription pads aid in the prevention of fraud and help protect your livelihood.

Let’s work together to perform our due diligence, keep insurance premiums down, help keep families together and save lives. For only a few cents per prescription, you can help combat the war on drugs.

World Class Rx Prescription Printing Process

As an accredited printer we are always up to date on the latest standards and regulations for printing secure, tamper-resistant Rx Prescription Pads. Our features meet and exceed federal and state requirements, including ANSI.

A Leader in Rx Prescription Pad Printing

Our experience, expertise and attention to detail will give you peace-of-mind that your prescription pads have been printed according to the latest security standards and specifications.

Our tamper-resistant prescription pads are designed with quality in mind, making them virtually impossible to duplicate, and easy to detect tampering.

Your Complete Security Printing Partner

With our state-of-the-art equipment and technology, we manage security printing jobs of all types and sizes.

We Have Expertise In:

- Prescription pads
- Laser cheques
- Transcripts & diplomas
- Transit passes
- Licenses
- Gift certificates
- Coupons
- Event tickets

Thank you for your business and referrals.

Learn More, Request a Free Quote or Order Online
506.433.2877
877.380.7462 (toll free)
rainbowprinting.ca
Introducing: Pad-Locked Rx Prescription Pads

Custom pads or standard templates, we can accommodate whatever your practice needs. No matter what the stock: Security paper or NCR, our standard secure backgrounds are available in two standard colors:

- Green
- Blue

They include a Security Void Pantograph embedded right into the background that helps to prevent copying.

Our pricing specialists can accommodate your budget and needs while still providing you the security you need.

Our security features include:

**Paper Security Features** *(Included in security prescription pad paper during manufacturing)*

1. **UV Dull Paper**
   - Manufactured by a certified Security Paper Mill

2. **Authentic Genuine Multi-Tone Watermarks**
   - Embedded directly into the paper fibres and is only sold to approved security printers

3. **Chemically Reactive Paper**
   - Five families of chemical reactive solvents identify stains, showing evidence of chemical altering

4. **Fluorescent Fibres**
   - Only visible under ultraviolet light and can not be photocopied

5. **Chemical Toner Anchorage**
   - An advanced coating on the paper that maximizes the adhesion of the laser toner to the paper fibre surface to prevent its removal

6. **Ghost Reactor Invisible Taggent**
   - Real DNA is manufactured into paper that can be verified with special equipment

**Standard Security Features Included on Front of Rx Prescription Pads**

7. **Micro Security Printing**
   - Very small print, readable under magnification and difficult to replicate

8. **Security Void Pantograph Pattern**
   - Intricate screens designed to not copy or scan well, and show “VOID” if copied in color and black and white

9. **Chemical Sensitive & Erasable Inks**
   - Ink that will erase and show tampering

**Standard Security Features Included on the Back of Rx Prescription Pads**

10. **Thermochromic Ink**
    - Sensitive to temperature and turns colorless when rubbed or photocopied, before reverting to original state

11. **Warning Box**
    - Explains document’s security features to alert handlers and deter forgery

12. **“Padlock”**
    - Representing special security features that exceed requirements

**Advanced Security Features for Additional Protection**

13. **Numbering**
    - Can have Standard, Digital or Crash Bleeding Ink Numbering

14. **Coin Reactive Ink**
    - Colorless ink shows instant authenticity verification when rubbed with a coin

15. **SCS-Blockout**
    - Security pattern that makes color duplication or copying nearly impossible

16. **Bar Code**
    - A series of lines that make a bar code that contains your unique information

**Discover Our Suite of Prescription Pad Solutions Today**
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